
Baby Lock 12 Foot Kit
Fits Groups: A, B, D, G & H

Item BL-FEET12

Made In Taiwan
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Case Contains:
Braiding Foot, Shirring/Gathering Foot, Roller 
Foot, Cording Foot- 7-holes, Open Toe Foot, 
Invisible Zipper Foot, 1/4” Foot w/Guide, 1/8” 
Hemmer Foot, Double Cording/Welting Foot, 
Edge Joining Foot, Teflon Foot & Pintuck Foot 

Descriptions:

Descriptions:

Shirring/Gathering Foot:

Gather the fast and easy way with this foot. Baby Lock’s 
gathering foot simultaneously gathers and attaches ruffles to 
garments, pillows, and other home décor items in no time.

Braiding Foot:

Used for both couching and stitching, this braiding foot is 
adjustable, which allows for greater flexibility in the width of the 
braid, cord, ribbon, or elastic being applied.

Cording Foot - 7-holes:

This 7-hole cording foot makes attaching decorative cords and 
threads a snap. This foot eliminates tangling to ensure that cords 
lie flat and perfectly parallel to each other. The cording foot 
controls threads so both hands can guide the fabric. Use this foot 
to create decorative stitching over cording on single and double 
layers of fabric.

Roller Foot:

This efficient roller foot is great for controlling materials that are 
difficult to feed, such as silk, leather, velvet, vinyl, micro fibers, 
and suede. The textured rollers help move the foot freely across 
various fabric thicknesses without any damage or impressions.Sewing Accessory

Open Toe Foot:

The open width and clear plastic of this foot make it perfect for 
projects that require visibility and stability, such as appliqué, 
surface embellishments, and stitching around intricate areas with 
decorative stitches. It even has a larger groove on the underside 
to accommodate thicker stitches and decorative threads.

1/4” Foot with Guide:

Eliminate swerving by running your fabric alongside the included 
guide. This foot ensures an exact 1/4” seam when piecing a quilt 
or a perfect 1/4” topstitch.
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Invisible Zipper Foot:

For truly invisible zippers with a professional appearance, this 
is the right foot to use. The zipper coils actually act as a guide 
for this foot, allowing for perfectly positioned stitches that 
won’t show on the front of your garment.



Descriptions: Descriptions:

Double Cording/Welting Foot:

Use this foot to couch single or double rows of 4-6mm cording to 
your fabric. It can also be used to make single and double rows of 
piping. The underside of the foot has two grooved to 
accommodate the cording. The double rows of piping, also 
known as double welting cords are often found as a finishing trim 
in home décor.

1/8” Hemmer Foot:

This hemmer foot is perfect for hems that are too small to do 
by hand. It automatically curls under a 3mm double hem while 
stitching with either a straight stitch or a decorative Parisian 
hemstitch. Works best on blouses, gowns, and other projects with 
lightweight fabric.

Edge Joining Foot:

For even-sided stitching when joining two pieces of fabric, lace 
or trim, try this edge joining foot. It’s also great for narrow edge 
stitching and stitching seams directly into the ditch.

Teflon Foot:

Create one-of-a-kind decorative surface embellishments that look
and feel like chenille-type textures. This is the perfect foot to
easily create loops, fringe, and heirloom fagoting. This foot can
even be used for making accurate pattern markings.

Pintuck Foot:

Pintucks are a beautiful way to add texture to a classic heirloom 
or everyday garment. The five grooves on this foot allow for 
perfect spacing with professional results. This foot allows for 
precision pintucking when making corded and hollow tucks, as 
well as parallel and curved forms.
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